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The scaling barriers currently faced by both quantum networking and quantum computing tech-
nologies ultimately amount to the same core challenge of distributing high-quality entanglement at
scale. In this Perspective, a novel quantum information processing architecture based on optically
active spins in silicon is proposed that offers a combined single technological platform for scalable
fault-tolerant quantum computing and networking. The architecture is optimized for overall entan-
glement distribution and leverages colour centre spins in silicon (T centres) for their manufactura-
bility, photonic interface, and high fidelity information processing properties. Silicon nanophotonic
optical circuits allow for photonic links between T centres, which are networked via telecom-band
optical photons in a highly-connected graph. This high connectivity unlocks the use of low-overhead
quantum error correction codes, significantly accelerating the timeline for modular, scalable fault-
tolerant quantum repeaters and quantum processors.

I. CONTEXT

Quantum information processing unlocks novel tech-
nological capabilities that cannot be achieved classically.
To this end, there is a long and growing list of quantum
algorithms [1], to be executed on future quantum com-
puters, which offer super-polynomial speedups over their
known classical counterparts. Some of these algorithms
are critical for useful tasks including quantum chemistry
and the design of novel materials as they enable precise
simulations of chemical processes in important techno-
logical applications ranging from catalysts [2] to batter-
ies [3] and pharmaceuticals [4]. Other quantum algo-
rithms will impact our cybersecurity standards. For in-
stance, once implemented on a large-scale fault-tolerant
quantum computer, Shor’s algorithm will allow efficient
decryption of any data protected by RSA cryptography
and its variants, which currently underpins >90% of all
financial and internet traffic [5]. Interestingly, numerous
so-called “quantum-safe” RSA-replacement encryption
algorithms have already fallen to classical or quantum
attacks, including Diffie-Hellman [6], Soliloquy [7], Ellip-
tic Curve [8, 9], Rainbow [10], SIKE [11], and (through a
side-channel) CRYSTALS-Kyber [12]. Some PQC algo-
rithms under consideration have held up against attack
so far, and have the potential for strong long-lasting se-
curity in practice, but similar to RSA, rest upon intrin-
sically unprovable computational security [13].

In parallel to quantum computing, quantum networks
provide greater connectivity and security for quantum de-
vices, and enable applications beyond the power of stand-
alone quantum devices. These include secure communi-
cations [14] that even future quantum computers cannot
break, “blind” computing of both classical and quantum
algorithms [15], and modular quantum computing [16],
timing [17], and sensing [18]. Analogously to today’s high
performance modular classical supercomputers, modular
quantum supercomputers over quantum networks will en-
able astonishing computational capabilities by enabling
true horizontal scaling of quantum resources, realizing
practical quantum advantage for the aforementioned ap-
plications and giving rise to quantum applications yet to

be imagined. Importantly, modular quantum processors
connected by a quantum network directly offer all ca-
pabilities required of quantum repeaters, which are nec-
essary to scale quantum networks’ topologies and ultra-
long distance quantum networking applications.

However, today’s noisy intermediate-scale quantum
(NISQ) devices cannot be trusted to execute practical-
scale networking and computational instructions beyond
small instances of a few specific problems [19–21]. For
each of today’s monolithic quantum architectures it has
been a challenge to deliver high-fidelity operations at a
scale of even a few hundred physical qubits, and presently
it seems that more (and perhaps substantially more)
high-fidelity qubits will be necessary for commercial ad-
vantage. Similarly, the scaling of quantum networks is
currently blocked by the unavailability of reliable quan-
tum repeaters. Therefore, it remains an open question
if any commercial value can be realized with these NISQ
devices [22].

Delivering the full potential of quantum information
processing requires the construction of scalable fault-
tolerant quantum (SFTQ) computing and networking
technologies. Although the global race to deliver SFTQ
technology is already considerable and accelerating, and
the performance of some small-scale quantum systems
are approaching the levels needed to operate individual
logical qubits [23], scaling such systems seems to be a
considerable challenge, and hence the advent of large-
scale SFTQ networking and computing technologies is
believed by some to be a decade or more away [24] based
upon the quantum architectures known today.

In this Perspective the argument is made that quantum
networks and quantum information processors will both
achieve ultimate scale by combining them into the same
core entanglement distribution technology. The network-
ing of quantum computers will allow for true horizontal
scaling of quantum resources through modularity; and
the introduction of quantum repeaters (small quantum
computers) will scale telecom quantum networks’ topolo-
gies and total distance. By way of illustration, a quan-
tum architecture emphasizing entanglement distribution
is proposed (Figure 1), which could be reasonably ex-
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FIG. 1. Photonic’s scalable quantum technology architecture. A quantum chip is cooled in a 1 K cryostat. This chip hosts
integrated silicon T centres within optical cavities, photonic switches, and single photon detectors. Optical input-output (IO)
ports via telecom fibre connects to a room temperature photonic switch network and control electronics. This naturally allows a
highly-connected architecture with non-local connectivity even as the system scales in size. Telecom fibre also enables horizontal
system scaling by connecting multiple cryostats together through their optical IO. This enables both expansion of computing
power and long-distance quantum networks.

pected to deliver SFTQ technologies and the correspond-
ing transformational real-world use cases far earlier than
current predictions.

This technology is being built based upon networked
spins in silicon, specifically the T centre spin-photon in-
terface [25]. The architecture itself is broadly applicable
to all long-lived spin-photon interfaces such as solid state
colour centres [26] as well as some optically active atoms
in vacuum [27, 28]. This architecture exploits the con-
nectivity and modularity of quantum networks to scale
the power of fault-tolerant quantum processors, and the
error-corrected memory of distributed processors to scale
the reach of quantum networks. This document is an
overview of that vision.

II. CONNECTIVITY

The stringent thresholds for fault-tolerant quantum
error correction imply that qubits must operate in
strictly controlled environments, including (for example)
low temperatures, ultra-high vacuum, electromagnetic
shielding, with high-purity materials, and more. Each
of these physical constraints result in a certain system
size beyond which the marginal difficulty of adding the
next qubit gets harder, not easier. Constraints such as
these imply that, for each quantum computing platform,
there exists a natural system size past which it would be
far easier to link multiple computer modules instead of
building ever-larger monolithic quantum supercomput-
ers. This shift into modular quantum processing has

multiple advantages: it can directly unlock quantum re-
peaters and scalable quantum networks if telecom pho-
tons are used to link the modules. For some quantum
computing architectures the maximum number of future
qubits in any one module could in principle be quite large,
and the requirement to shift into horizontally-scalable
modular quantum computing may be positioned in the
distant future. However, for competitive (rapid) scaling
of quantum resources, it is suggested in this Perspective
that modular quantum processing will be an ultimate
long-term goal for all quantum architectures on a practi-
cal basis.

If one assumes modularity will unleash limitless hor-
izontal scaling of fault-tolerant quantum networks and
quantum supercomputers, as it has for classical network-
ing and supercomputers, the role of connectivity be-
tween modules deserves specific attention. For reference,
modern classical high-performance computing hinges en-
tirely upon parallelization across interconnected comput-
ing modules [29, 30]. In the quantum case even higher de-
grees of inter-module connectivity will be critical. Even
with quantum algorithms that minimize the number of
logical operations across modules [31–33], entanglement
will need to be distributed efficiently. This is deeply con-
nected to how quantum error correction is implemented
in physical systems as is described next.

The scaling of connections between modules is a criti-
cal design parameter, as module size sets a lower bound
on the number of entangled pairs that must be shared
to apply an arbitrary operation on a joint two module
system [34]. More importantly, connectivity remains sig-
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nificant in the specific case where each module encodes
its own set of logical qubits. To implement logical two-
qubit gates between separate modules, many physical
qubits must be entangled between the individual mod-
ules. By way of example, for a CSS code, a transversal
logical CNOT gate between logical qubits from two code
blocks in separate modules requires transversal (pairwise)
physical CNOT gates between every single one of their
constituent physical qubits. Without a high degree of
inter-module connectivity, the entanglement distribution
between the two modules becomes a bottleneck in the
performance of the distributed system [35, 36]. As sys-
tems scale, this bottleneck can be avoided only if the
connectivity of qubits between modules scales with the
error-detecting capacity of the code. In codes where this
error-detection capacity scales proportionally with mod-
ule size, this poses a stringent mandate: an interconnect
for each physical qubit in the ideal case [37]. In large-
scale quantum systems the interconnectivity of modules
may in fact dominate the temporal and spatial quan-
tum resource estimates of quantum networking and com-
puting applications—and yet connectivity between and
within modules is almost never accounted for, and typ-
ically not even mentioned, in current quantum resource
estimation literature. Simply put, these one-to-one phys-
ical entangling operations between the modules must be
parallelizable for good overall system performance. This
observation implies certain physical qubit capabilities in
the ideal case; it is argued below that maximal paral-
lel entanglement distribution in a modular architecture
preferably implies direct telecom optical access to each
physical qubit.

With the assumption of modular quantum technologies
and high connectivity between modules for the purpose
of high-performance parallel physical operations across
modules, the natural question becomes: how should all
of the qubits be connected to each other? The key to
fast logical gates across modules is efficient nonlocal en-
tanglement distribution. If indeed each qubit is designed
to be easily entangled with other physical qubits from
other modules, presumably that qubit supports a phys-
ical process which allows for nonlocal, as opposed to
proximity-based, entanglement generation. Under such
assumptions, connectivity both within and across mod-
ules are not necessarily constrained to proximity-based
qubit topologies and can be connected in whatever way
offers the best total system performance.

Most of today’s quantum architectures are built on the
paradigm of planar proximity-based entanglement gener-
ation, and aim to leverage a variant of the well-studied
low-connectivity quantum error correction (QEC) code
known as the surface code [38, 39] to achieve fault tol-
erance. Even these near-optimal codes for planar archi-
tectures require tremendous development and resources.
For example, under optimistic settings for the factoring
algorithm in Ref. [40], the surface code would require up-
wards of 3000 physical qubits for every fault-tolerant log-
ical qubit. Moreover, in many planar architectures, the
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FIG. 2. Temporal overheads associated with inter-module
connectivity. An illustrative example of two 7-qubit CSS
codeblocks with a) limited and b) ideal inter-module con-
nectivity. c) Maximal inter-module connectivity where each
physical qubit can be directly entangled with its partner qubit
from the second module in parallel results in a single-timestep
transversal CNOT gate, which implements the logical CNOT
gate between these two modules. In d), the limited inter-
module connectivity of this example results in a serial slow-
down for the two-qubit logical CNOT operation with an illus-
trative, but sub-optimal, circuit implementation. Substantial
additional temporal overheads are incurred (not shown here)
if all-to-all connectivity within the module is not available as
is assumed for this example.

vast majority of logical instruction cycles require swap-
ping qubits in order to implement proximity-based multi-
qubit operations [41].

Rejecting the assumption of planar connectivity (Fig-
ure 3) for high-connectivity SFTQ architectures can give
rise to a significant reduction of time and physical re-
source requirements [42]. Avoiding these and similar
overheads by allowing for higher connectivity can signif-
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icantly reduce the number of operations required [9, 43].
Even the distillation of magic states, which is largely the
preferred method for providing the missing element of
universality needed for surface code architectures, would
be 2×more resource-efficient using high-connectivity dis-
tillation algorithms [44], and near-term codes could have
10× lower overhead [45]. Unfortunately, neither a mod-
erate amount of long-range connectivity [46], nor small
modules of qubits with substantial internal connectiv-
ity, offer a significant improvement over simple planar
connectivity. The connectivity must keep pace with the
system size to realize substantial improvements [47].

(a) Planar
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FIG. 3. Comparison between two-qubit operations on de-
vices with (a) planar, nearest neighbour connectivity graphs
and (b) non-local connectivity. A CNOT gate between two
distant qubits on the planar graph requires sequential swap
operations. Each consecutive operation accumulates errors
and the overall fidelity drops precipitously, even over the small
distances shown. With non-local connectivity, two qubit op-
erations are equivalent across the graph and the device can
scale with greater fidelity.

Quantum Low Density Parity Check (QLDPC) codes,
quantum analogues of the classical LDPC codes under-
pinning 5G telecommunications networks, are a class
of codes characterized by low-weight stabilizer checks.
When these codes are unshackled from the constraint of
local connectivity, they can achieve truly astounding per-
formance. A recent flurry of work [48–53] culminated in
the construction of QLDPC code families with asymp-
totically optimal code parameters, closing this long-open
question after decades of relatively stagnant progress. In
conjunction with previous work [54], these code families
established that physical overheads could be driven sig-
nificantly lower than those observed for planar code ar-

chitectures. The inherent properties of QLDPC codes un-
lock additional performance perks including single-shot
operation [55–58], which removes the requirement to re-
peat QEC cycles to separate measurement errors from
qubit errors [59, 60]. The work to implement logical op-
erations has only just begun, but early signs point to
methods on par to those of planar codes [61, 62]. Sur-
prisingly, no-go theorems implying the need for costly
methods to achieve universality may not even apply to
certain QLDPC codes [63].

Even more encouraging than these theoretical results
on high-connectivity QLDPC codes has been the assess-
ment of their practical performance, which appears to
match or outperform the planar code in essentially every
way. They offer similar error thresholds [46, 64], similar
check weights [45], and proven efficient decoding algo-
rithms for large finite codes [65]. QLDPC codes that en-
code 1 logical qubit per every 3 physical qubits have been
demonstrated to saturate the quantum hashing bound
under depolarizing noise (one of the biggest points of
pride of the planar surface code) using decoders already
in practical use today [66]. Even with rather small system
sizes (where the asymptotic behavior of QLDPC codes
need not be representative of actual performance) and
under nuanced noise models, QLDPC codes have been
demonstrated to lower resource costs by over a factor of
10 in comparison to planar codes [67] even when extend-
ing to physical resource estimation [68]. Certain families
of QLDPC codes offer constant overheads as the code
scales in size. For instance, explicit codes of around 1,000
physical qubits support well over 100 logical qubits [68].
With constant overhead QLDPC codes, the encoding rate
could remain the same as the system scales horizontally.
Unfortunately for purely planar architectures, there is
no substitute for high connectivity – it is a fundamental
requirement for any system hoping to capitalize on this
tantalizing potential [69, 70]. While full spacetime logical
circuit overhead estimates are currently scarce, existing
methods [45, 71] already upper bound this overhead at
O(n), and there is optimism that QLDPC logical circuit
compiling can match or beat state-of-the-art methods for
surface codes [72] in practice.

Even in advance of SFTQ, connectivity is also proving
critical in NISQ applications. For example, to build a
quantum repeater, connectivity allows for substantially
more efficient entanglement distribution across many
users [73, 74] and higher entanglement throughput via
multi-path routing [75]. Other examples where connec-
tivity improves near-term applications include mapping
circuits to hardware [76], and quantum image process-
ing [77].

Taken together, the rate and quality of nonlocal en-
tanglement generation should be seen as the key charac-
teristic dictating the ultimate performance and resource
requirements of applications using large-scale modular
fault-tolerant quantum systems. This is true for both
large-scale networks leveraging quantum repeaters as well
as modular and horizontally scalable quantum supercom-
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puters. In this vision, quantum supercomputers and
quantum networks are both ultimately large-scale en-
tanglement distribution systems. Although many physi-
cal qubit types can in principle support nonlocal entan-
glement generation, and the architecture proposed here
could be applied to each, practical details which impact
the rate and quality of a qubit’s nonlocal entanglement
generation capabilities can have truly dramatic conse-
quences on the final system performance, and any given
physical qubit type should be selected for further devel-
opment with this long-term requirement in mind.

III. BUILDING BLOCKS: SILICON, TELECOM,
MEMORY, ENTANGLEMENT

A. Silicon

Silicon is a pinnacle material for both quantum and
classical applications. It is the industrial standard for
high-performance integrated electronics, as well as for
low-loss, high-density, photonic integrated circuits both
active and passive. Spin qubits within silicon have also
proven to be exceptional quantum memories—they have
set performance records for fidelity [78] and lifetimes [79].
The industrial dominance and extensive development of
silicon offers such incomparable competitive advantages
that, historically, if a solution is found using silicon, the
silicon solution usually wins.

B. Telecom photons

Telecommunications-band (telecom) photonic flying
qubits will be the backbone of any highly connected
global quantum network and the backbone of modu-
lar quantum computers. Telecom photons can be flex-
ibly routed with arbitrary connectivity to connect mat-
ter qubits both locally and remotely, with low loss in
cryogenic-compatible waveguides and at room temper-
ature using modern telecommunications infrastructure.
Although a number of research efforts are now advanc-
ing the transduction of other qubits into telecom pho-
tons [80–84], the overhead of transduction processes can
be avoided entirely by working with quantum systems
that interact with telecom photons directly—such as the
silicon T centre. In this Perspective, the claim is made
that telecom photons are essential for high-connectivity
quantum technologies at scale but are likely not practi-
cally sufficient on their own without a quantum memory.

C. Quantum memory

The central challenge with photonic qubits of all wave-
lengths, across quantum computing and quantum net-
working, is that they suffer from unavoidable loss. Each

photonic process over optical links succeeds only a frac-
tion of the time, and this is true even for telecom photons
which have the lowest loss photonic components avail-
able by far (e.g. switches) [85]. In large-scale, high-
connectivity settings, each switch layer introduces yet
further loss. Quantum memories offer a straightforward
path to protect against photon loss for both high-fidelity
computing and networking applications.

Quantum memories are necessary for the construc-
tion of quantum repeaters with the highest functional-
ities [86]. In repeaters, ultra-long quantum memory life-
times are essential for high-fidelity qubit storage and the
coordination of photon signals with long time-of-flight
(long distance) connections, as well as in high-loss envi-
ronments where many entanglement-generation attempts
are necessary on average before photons successfully ar-
rive. Solid-state colour centre qubits with access to a
spin degree of freedom [26, 87], as well as some optically
active atoms in vacuum [27, 28, 88], offer all of the afore-
mentioned ideal quantum functionality. Each of these
physical qubit types offer a direct high quality photon in-
terface into at least one long-lived [79], high-fidelity [89],
universally-controllable spin qubit [90]. Every physical
qubit in this category has a direct and dedicated photonic
interface allowing for parallel entanglement generation.

For high-connectivity quantum computing, a similar
architectural advantage is proposed here where the pho-
tons distribute entanglement but do not process quan-
tum information directly: the processing is done within
the spin qubits. This design is inherently tolerant to
photon loss as probabilistic entanglement-generation at-
tempts can be repeated until success, without losing the
spin qubit state [91]. Essentially, the high connectivity
between matter qubits – which could be physically ar-
ranged on planar chips – is provided by entanglement
carried by telecom photons and the arbitrary connectiv-
ity that these photons provide.

Maximally entangled Bell pairs (BPs - pairs of qubits
in one of the four Bell states) of long-lived spins can be
produced via a variety of photonic methods (see Figure 6
below for a specific implementation [92]). Once entan-
glement in the form of BPs is delivered to the spins, this
entanglement can be used as a resource to construct clus-
ter states to be consumed for computation within the
measurement-based computing paradigm [93, 94] or tele-
ported gates in the traditional gate model of quantum
computing [95, 96]. Both of the cluster state, and tele-
ported gate models of quantum computation allow for
blind-computing applications over a network [15, 97]. Be-
low the focus is on teleported gates as an example imple-
mentation.

For this kind of quantum technology, quantum net-
works’ repeaters and quantum computing modules will
be almost identical in their core construction, which re-
flects the fact that the key to efficient, high-performance
large-scale quantum networking and quantum computing
is high-bandwidth high-connectivity entanglement distri-
bution. In the long term, it is suggested that this unified
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technology will outperform architectures with disparate
networking and computing cores that require extra layers
of quantum interfaces which will inevitably compromise
entanglement distribution rates and fidelities.

D. Computing and networking with T centres

Even in a loss-tolerant design, achieving efficient dis-
tribution of entanglement at scale is a critical perfor-
mance metric for high-connectivity SFTQ. This further
motivates the adoption of solid-state spin-photon inter-
faces, ideally telecom colour centres, which can be di-
rectly placed into low-loss integrated photonic circuits in
silicon. Direct integration not only maximizes photon
collection efficiency from every single qubit, but also en-
hances the photon emission rate and quality using rou-
tine photonic engineering, while the spins, particularly
long-lived nuclear spins, can perform at the high levels
necessary for low-overhead QEC.

The above considerations foretell a future where scal-
able fault-tolerant quantum networks and scalable fault
tolerant quantum computers will be the same core tech-
nology, with long-lived spins embedded into silicon inte-
grated photonics, directly interfacing with telecom pho-
tons. In particular, silicon T centre [25, 98, 99] is pro-
posed as the exemplary foundational quantum unit: in
addition to direct telecom access, it contains one un-
paired electron spin and up to three spin-1/2 nuclear
spins (one hydrogen and two carbon atoms, see Figure 1),
each of which serves as a high fidelity and long-lived qubit
with good performance comfortably above 1 K [25] where
substantial cooling power is available for large-scale mod-
ular processors.

Solid-state spin performance is largely determined by
the host crystal environment. High fidelity performance
and ultra-long coherence times [79, 100] are common to
many silicon spin centres including T centres [25]. In
particular, the capability to isotopically purify silicon
to the nuclear spin-free 28Si isotope has shown nuclear
spin coherence times of 3 hours [79], with fidelities above
99.9% [78]. T centres in bulk 28Si samples show spin co-
herence times (T2 Hahn echo) of 2.1 ms for the electron
and 1.1 s for the hydrogen nuclear spin; both spins have
T1 lifetimes far longer than a second [25].

The T centre spins almost uniquely [101] possess a
direct telecom photonic interface in silicon. It can ef-
ficiently interact with a pump laser pulse and emit a
spin-entangled O-band photon. A photonic cavity can
change the photonic environment around the T and en-
hance the emission of the photon into desired optical
modes through the Purcell effect [102]. These modes are
coupled to optical waveguides with well-defined modes,
and therefore spin-entangled photons can be accurately
(and with low loss) routed to their destination either
through integrated photonic waveguides or by coupling
into optical fibre. Optical fibres can connect T cen-
tres across multiple chips, enabling a naturally modular

and horizontally-scalable architecture. Modular scaling
can relieve IO density challenges and environmental con-
straints that emerge as systems grow in size.

IV. QUANTUM OPERATIONS

The silicon T centre, only recently rediscovered for
quantum applications in 2020 [25], offers all the ideal
characteristics listed above to enable high-performance
SFTQ in the near and long term. It merges the advan-
tages of silicon fabrication and scalability, telecom emis-
sion, and long-lived spin memories into a quantum sys-
tem uniquely adapted to a modular, high-connectivity
architecture. Below it is described how the qubits of the
T centre perform high-fidelity operations according to
this vision.

A. State preparation and measurement

For readout and initialisation, the electron spin can
be projectively measured and initialized to high fidelity
using spin-dependent optical excitation (Figure 4a) [25].
The initialization and readout of the full T centre spin
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FIG. 4. (a) Energy levels of a T centre. Transition C is
optically pumped to generate entanglement and for readout.
h - excited state hole spin; e - ground state electron spin. (b)
Optical spectrum of the T centre’s electron spin, overlaid with
optical cavity to enhance emission of the C transition.
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register can be realized via successive rounds of high fi-
delity state swaps between the nuclear spins and the elec-
tron spin. Additionally, quantum non-demolition (QND)
readout of the nuclear spins can be achieved by execut-
ing two-qubit CNOT gates with the electron spin as the
target, optically reading out the electron spin, and then
repeating as necessary [103].

The four spin qubits in a T centre’s local register ad-
mit independent and high-fidelity single-qubit and multi-
qubit gates through standard electron and nuclear mag-
netic resonance techniques [25]. Additionally, the low
spectral diffusion of the spin transitions in 28Si allows
for full access to state-selective transitions, and high fi-
delity CNOT gates between the electron and its coupled
nuclear spins are directly available [25].

B. Bell pair entanglement

Two-qubit gates rely on proximity-based or nonlocal
entangling operations between qubits. Remote T centres
interact through photon-mediated entanglement. Each T
centre can be optically triggered to emit single telecom
O-band photons [99], optionally entangled with the elec-
tron spin. To generate entanglement between spins, these
photons must be indistinguishable. This means match-
ing every degree of freedom between two photons: wave-
length, linewidth, timing, polarization, and so on. Impor-
tantly, the wavelength of these photons can be tuned with
either strain [104] or electric fields [105, 106] to compen-
sate for the variations in T centres’ local environments.
Other degrees of freedom can be engineered to match
using integrated photonics, and timing can be synchro-
nized by calibrating control signals against optical path
lengths.

The indistinguishability of spin-entangled photons dic-
tates the quality of the generated Bell pairs, and hence
the maximum fidelity of the multi-qubit operations.
Highly indistinguishable photons can be produced on
demand when the emitter’s optical transition linewidth
approaches its lifetime-limited value, rather than being
broadened by environmental noise. This can be dramat-
ically assisted by photonic engineering, specifically by
spin-selective Purcell enhancement of the optical tran-
sition when on resonance (Figure 4b) with a high-Q
photonic cavity [107]. This offers faster emission rates,
leading to larger lifetime contributions to the linewidth,
and therefore more indistinguishable photons, as well as
higher cyclicity (defined as the conservation of the spin
state through an optical cycle).

Integration into photonic cavities has already led to
demonstrations of> 20× reductions in single T centre ex-
cited state lifetimes compared to the 940 ns unenhanced
value [108], enhancing indistinguishability and increas-
ing maximum photon rates. Instantaneous linewidths for
single T centres only 5× larger than the lifetime-limited
value have also been measured [108]. Additional improve-
ments towards high indistinguishability include enhanced

FIG. 5. (a) Two T centres emit synchronized photons. De-
tection times will vary due to the finite time width of the
photon wavepackets. (b) The detection time difference dt can
be used to herald only high-fidelity Bell pairs. As the herald-
ing threshold grows more stringent, the Bell pair generation
rate decreases. The model curves above were calculated us-
ing reasonable projections of system parameters from current
performance.

fabrication methods to reduce the optical spectral diffu-
sion.

The triggered emission of two indistinguishable high-
purity spin-entangled photons can be used to project the
participating electron spins into a maximally entangled
Bell Pair spin state [109, 110]. An illustrative example
of the BP generation protocols that exist, the Barrett-
Kok [92] protocol family is notable in that it is which-
way symmetric, does not require interferometric stability
of the setup, and heralds success with minimal false pos-
itives.

The Barrett-Kok protocol proceeds as follows (Fig-
ure 6): the electron spins of two separated T centres are
prepared in a superposition of spin-up and spin-down,
and triggered to emit a photon resonant with the spin-
up transition. The photonic modes are interfered on a
beamsplitter and detected. Then the spin states are in-
verted, and the emission and detection is repeated. Us-
ing exactly one photon detection in each of the first and
second optical cycles as a herald signal, the spins are
projected into a maximally-entangled BP.

Although photon loss can cause an individual attempt
to fail, success is heralded and the entire process can be
repeated until success, with small degradation in the lo-
cal nuclear spin coherence for each attempt (see below).
Moreover, for this protocol, higher fidelity BPs can be
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FIG. 6. Two-qubit gate mechanism. The electron spin is ini-
tialized in a superposition state and optically pumped to emit
a spin-entangled photon. Repeating this process and herald-
ing on photon detector clicks produces photon-mediated elec-
tron spin-spin entanglement, which is consumed in remote T
centres to effect a CNOT gate between two nuclear spins.

obtained at the expense of lower entanglement rates by
shifting the heralding threshold, the time difference be-
tween detector clicks, e.g. using time-bin filtering for
time-frequency mismatch (Figure 5) [111].

C. Teleported gates

The teleported-gate model has a number of advantages
at scale. Teleportation delivers two-qubit gates on de-
mand, after coincident, identical photons are heralded.
This inherently eliminates accidental multi-qubit opera-
tions and cross-talk that can occur when two-qubit in-
teractions are “always-on”. Furthermore, qubits coupled
to common local environments are susceptible to corre-
lated errors that can dramatically degrade QEC perfor-
mance [112–114]. Since the teleported gate is a remote
operation, each T centre can occupy a unique local envi-
ronment, thus minimizing correlations in noise.

Once the BP entanglement is heralded and delivered
to the two T centres’ electron spins, that BP can be
consumed in a teleported gate sequence to apply a non-
local multi-qubit gate between the two T centres’ nu-
clear spins using only local operations and classical feed-
forward operations (see Figure 6) [96, 115, 116]. Alterna-
tively, a series of successful BPs can be distilled through
local measurements and gates onto a remote memory
qubit BP [117, 118], with fidelity beyond the photon-
indistinguishability, before this distilled pair is consumed
to deliver higher fidelity teleported gates. A register of
multiple spin memory qubits such as the T centre’s in-
ternal nuclear spins allows a tiered distillation protocol

[119]. Distillation can prioritize the dominant error path-
way of the teleported gate, yielding, for example, tele-
ported CNOT process fidelity exceeding the heralded or
distilled BP fidelity [110].

The approach outlined here uses the electron as a
spin-photon interface to generate and distribute entan-
glement, and nuclear spins for processing and memory. A
configuration must be chosen that protects the memory
qubits during entanglement distribution attempts. Re-
peated attempts can, in general, degrade the information
stored in memory by perturbing the nuclear spin states
[87].

Protection techniques include working in a decoher-
ence free subspace [120], aligning an external magnetic
field along one of the principal axes of the hyperfine
tensor [121], and reducing the optical excited state life-
time [122, 123]. With sufficient protection, BP genera-
tion does not materially affect data stored in the nuclear
spins and so the teleported gate operations are made
photon-loss tolerant. Moreover, because of the long mem-
ory, this system works well for distillation and creating
large entangled states, even after minimizing the required
number of attempts by minimizing optical losses.

V. SCALABLE QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY

Scaling the number of interacting qubits in this archi-
tecture requires mediating entanglement across a growing
network of qubits. Enabling multi-qubit operations be-
tween any two T centres amounts to routing their indis-
tinguishable photons to the same beamsplitter and detec-
tor module. Here, the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform
can be leveraged to drive on-chip device integration to a
stage where photons never need to leave the photonic in-
tegrated circuit, maximizing photon collection efficiency
and entanglement heralding rates. Furthermore, optical
interconnects off-chip allow connections to outside net-
works and modular scaling of computing power.

A visual summary of this physical architecture is shown
in Figure 1. T centres are placed into photonic cav-
ities which are directly coupled into low-loss photonic
waveguides. Emitted photons are routed on-chip through
switches and, optionally, through high-efficiency optical
IO ports into one of the many optical fibres. An optical
switch fabric governed by run-time electronics guides T
centre emission to single-photon detectors and Bell-state
measurement modules within the cryostat.

The ability to then link distinct photonic chips through
off-chip interconnects enables modularizing and dis-
tributing IO across multiple chips to horizontally scale
the system size both within one and amongst many
cryostats. Thanks to the low loss of telecom photons
in optical fibre, the cryostats can be metres to kilometres
apart.
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A. On-chip scalability

T centres are atomic in scale and can be localized
within small photonic components without direct optical
crosstalk, making it possible to pattern millions of indi-
vidually addressable qubits per chip [99]; however, the
ultimate qubit count per chip will be governed by the
larger footprint of active photonic components, control
electronics, and signal IO.

The low thermal conductivity of optical fibre enables
incredibly high count optical IO into cryogenic environ-
ments (e.g. 37,000 optical fibres in Ref. [124]). High-
density optical connections to integrated photonic de-
vices have also been demonstrated in cryogenic envi-
ronments [125]. Furthermore, the T centre achieves
operating performance (electron spin lifetime, optical
linewidth) at only 1-2 K [25]. This relatively high op-
eration temperature circumvents the need for dilution
refrigeration technologies, and permits increased cooling
power to counteract the heat load generated by the signal
IO. As high density photonic IO continues to develop, it
is expected that each chip could be able to support up-
wards of 4,000 fibres with 1,000+ qubits per system and
beyond.

T centre qubits can be controlled using electrical sig-
nals segmented into global fields and local fields. Global
fields include a static magnetic field B0 to define the T
centre spin Hamiltonian and a spin control field B1 that
can address qubits individually using global microwave
control techniques [126–128]. Local control fields include
electric field E, a trimming magnetic field δB0, and op-
tical switch and detector signals. Multiplexing strategies
reduce the electrical line count for all signals, particularly
the local control [129] and detector [130] signals.

B. Local quantum networks

As mentioned in Section III, quantum computing and
quantum networking are essentially the same in the archi-
tecture presented here. The challenge that is overcome
through this approach to SFTQ technologies – high-
bandwidth, high-connectivity entanglement distribution
over lossy optical networks – is the same challenge faced
in scaling up quantum communication networks.

For this high-connectivity architecture, horizontal scal-
ing of quantum resources is achieved by racking multiple
units adjacent to each other into a modular local quan-
tum network of qubits (Figure 1). Where additional net-
work topology, inter-chip links, or connections between
distant T centres are needed, optical IO can route pho-
tons to switch networks. Because optical photons can
noiselessly traverse from cryogenics to room tempera-
ture without transduction, the switching network can be
placed either within the cryostat or at room temperature.

This design allows for arbitrary and flexible connec-
tivity using switchable telecommunications hardware at
room temperature with simple connections to cryogen-

FIG. 7. The non-local connectivity of the system works the
same way when entangling qubits across the chips in the same
cryostat, 10 m away, or 100 km away.

ics via optical fibre. Additionally, on-chip switching and
multiplexing can then be used to scale the qubit count
within each chip beyond limitations imposed by the IO
fibre count.
For the architecture described in this paper, T cen-

tres from distinct cryogenic units can be entangled in
the same way as adjacent T centres (Figure 7). Put
another way, the multi-qubit operations between differ-
ent cryostats can be similar in performance to the multi-
qubit operations within a chip. This design maximizes
the performance of important distributed logical quan-
tum algorithms [131]. The physical and logical qubits will
have effectively all-to-all connectivity either by routing
photons to common beamsplitters, by teleporting qubit
states to new neighbourhoods of connectivity, or through
entanglement swapping protocols [16].

C. Quantum repeaters

Broad adoption of a quantum internet [132] is ham-
pered by issues that arise when quantum communication
channels are extended beyond local (≈ 10 km) distances:
the communication rate of point-to-point terrestrial fi-
bre links drops exponentially with distance due to signal
attenuation intrinsic in even the best available optical
fibres. Similarly, beam divergence, atmospheric absorp-
tion, and turbulence impose fundamental losses and noise
on free-space telescopic links. And even though telecom
networks have achieved point-to-point quantum commu-
nications over distances as large as 1000 km [133], optical
quantum repeaters remain the key to unlocking global
quantum networking applications [86].
Fibre-coupled, T centre processor nodes contain tele-

com optical quantum memories that are capable of sup-
porting long-distance communication over low-loss fi-
bre links, and are able to generate, store and process
optically-entangled spin qubits. Hence, they can be natu-
rally operated as a telecom-wavelength quantum repeater
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to realize a long-distance, scalable multi-user quantum
internet, with the potential to securely distribute entan-
glement or connect quantum processors between any two
users on the global network (Figure 1).

As an initial implementation, the nested quantum re-
peater protocol [134] creates long distance entanglement
by heralded entanglement generation over shorter links
and entanglement swapping between adjacent nodes fol-
lowed by entanglement distillation. The steps are re-
peated between successive, now twice as long, entangled
links until the end nodes are entangled. The individual
entanglement generation steps taken during this proce-
dure are exactly the same as local, distributed SFTQ
computing using the proposed architecture, allowing im-
plementation by T centre processors. This repeater pro-
tocol belongs to the so called first generation of quantum
repeaters [135]. Here the loss errors are addressed by her-
alded entanglement generation and operational errors are
addressed by entanglement distillation, which is a specific
type of error correction.

Looking to the second generation of quantum re-
peaters, one can leverage the ability of T centre proces-
sors to perform multi-qubit encoding and logical opera-
tions between nodes. As before, loss errors on individual
photons are addressed by heralded entanglement gener-
ation, but the operational errors are addressed by logi-
cal encoding at each node, namely with codes permitting
transversal two-qubit operations [136], i.e. the teleported
CNOT implemented in Fig. 6. Each node possesses one
or more logical qubits, which become logically entangled
to neighbouring logical qubits through entanglement dis-
tribution. Subsequent logical entanglement swapping al-
lows the end-node logical qubits to be entangled, similar
to the end-node physical qubits of the first generation
of repeaters. This second generation uses the scalability
and connectivity of T centres in individual nodes to dis-
tribute error-corrected logical qubits over long distance.

For these reasons, the proposed T centre based archi-
tecture is not only best suited to tackle the challenges of
SFTQ computing, but also offers a very attractive plat-
form for implementing large scale quantum networks and
their various applications.

VI. QUANTUM NETWORKING
APPLICATIONS

A truly scalable network, extendable both in dis-
tance and number of users, unlocks powerful appli-
cations [137, 138], such as quantum key distribution
(QKD), distributed quantum computing, blind quantum
computing [15], and enhanced sensing. Here, the focus
is on two applications, blind quantum computing and
quantum key distribution, and discuss how these could
be naturally implemented in the proposed architecture.

(a)

(c)

(d)(b)
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e
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LC1
LC1

LC2
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E E

Initialize InterfereInterfere Invert Loaded

Encoded
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FIG. 8. (a) A protocol for loading of a time bin photonic
qubit state into the spin memory of a T centre. (b) A quan-
tum circuit that utilizes the protocol in (a) to generate a cry-
optographic key for two users (laser clients, LCs) connected
to the same hub (c). Loading photons from two users and
then performing a Bell-state measurement on them computes
the parity of their states, allowing secret key generation in
MA-MDI QKD.

A. Memory-assisted, measurement-device
independent quantum key distribution

Quantum key distribution is the quantum networking
application nearest to widespread adoption. A first im-
plementation of a QKD network using T centres con-
sists of users possessing laser clients (LCs) that are op-
tically connected to a quantum processor containing T
centres (see Figure 8), possibly in a hub-spoke configura-
tion. Users can encode quantum information onto weak
coherent pulses (for example, using time-bin encoding)
and send this to the processor hub. There, using the T
centre’s spin-photon entangled state and quantum tele-
portation, the encoded quantum state is loaded to a local
spin state [139] for storage and further processing. Mul-
tiple hubs could be interconnected to extend range and
capacity (Figure 9).
The proposed networking configuration realizes

memory-assisted measurement-device independent
(MA-MDI) QKD [140]. Within this protocol a secret
key between two users is established by first loading
each user’s states onto the hub’s qubits followed by a
Bell-state measurement between these two qubits. The
result of that measurement is announced to the users,
who use this information to extract a shared secret key.
The MA-MDI QKD protocol eliminates detector-side

channel attacks [141], allowing the hub to operate as an
untrusted node. Entanglement-based linking of nodes
can also be untrusted, providing significantly more se-
curity than existing trusted-node networks [142]. At
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FIG. 9. (a) Quantum circuit for loading qubit states from
distant laser clients to two different quantum hubs and per-
forming a nonlocal Bell state measurement between the two
T centre spins. The teleported CNOT (middle) is mediated
by entanglement distribution between the two hubs. (b) Be-
cause the CNOT between the two T centres is teleported, this
circuit could be used to generate cryptographic keys between
two users connected to different cryostats that are linked by
telecom fibre.

the same time, the memory-assistance provides improved
keyrate scaling [140] due to the ability to store the clients’
quantum information in the T centre spins. This means
the client photons do not have to arrive simultaneously;
their loading to the spins is heralded, and only once both
are loaded is the Bell-state measurement performed be-
tween spins.

Within this architecture, each hub will support thou-
sands of users in a hub-spoke model, well exceeding the
usual point-to-point connections of currently commer-
cially available QKD systems. Performing entanglement
distribution between hubs as in Fig. 9 allows implement-
ing the same MA-MDI-QKD protocol in a distributed
setting. The shared entanglement can be generated inde-
pendently of the qubit loading events, and then consumed
to implement the nonlocal Bell-state measurement.

Whether connected to a single hub or a repeater chain,
each user requires only a simple cost-effective source:
a room-temperature laser attenuated below the single-
photon level. It is equipped with a modulator able to
produce time-bin encoded photonic qubits, which are
spectrally matched to T centres in the hub. Such a
device is very similar to a modern datacenter’s telecom
transceivers, and the photonic qubits produced by these
sources can be similarly routed through existing datacen-
tre or metropolitan telecom fibre to the hub.

B. Blind quantum computing

Although quantum repeaters allow for long-distance
quantum computation and telecom-wavelength photons
allow for modular quantum design, quantum computers
may remain constrained by complex hardware required
to protect and manipulate quantum states. This restric-
tion suggests that quantum supercomputers are expected
to start, and perhaps remain, as network-accessible large-
scale devices. Cloud access over the classical internet may

not be able to provide the necessary privacy for all po-
tential end-user applications. Additionally, the operators
of the quantum computers would have access to both the
data and the algorithm run on it. Similar concerns for
classical cloud computing galvanized research in the field
of homomorphic encryption [143], where a computer per-
forms logic directly on encrypted data without ever gain-
ing the capability to decrypt and learn the underlying in-
formation. Blind quantum computing [15], which may be
viewed as a quantum analogue to homomorphic encryp-
tion, allows users to perform arbitrary computations us-
ing remote quantum processing resources, while restrict-
ing the computer from having meaningful access to both
the data and the algorithm. In this highly-connected ar-
chitecture, the same process of qubit loading employed
for MA-MDI QKD can also be employed to realize re-
mote and blind quantum computation, without a change
of user hardware. This is due to the intrinsic spin-photon
interface of the T centre, which allows loading arbitrary
external user qubits into the computation in a heralded
way. Loaded qubits are largely used to direct the com-
putation remotely, while some are reserved as checks to
confirm the operation of the computer [144].

VII. CONCLUSION

The highest-value quantum applications known to-
day require fault-tolerant capabilities at scale. Modu-
lar quantum systems, potentially distributed over global
distances, will be the ultimate version of horizontally-
scaled quantum information processing and networking.
Underpinning this view is the observation that combin-
ing quantum computing and quantum networking tech-
nology removes the fundamental obstacles to scale that
each of these technologies are facing in isolation, ie truly
scalable architectures are horizontally scalable. Namely,
to unlock quantum networks at scale one needs to de-
velop quantum repeaters which in the high-performance
limit are essentially fault-tolerant quantum computing
modules, and to unlock truly scalable quantum comput-
ing one needs to leverage the entanglement distribution
capabilities of quantum networking to link quantum com-
puting modules into quantum supercomputers.
Given that high-bandwidth, high-quality entanglement

distribution ultimately sets the performance of both scal-
able (modular) fault-tolerant quantum computing and
networking, quantum systems should be engineered to
optimize entanglement distribution. Under this model,
quantum computing and quantum networking are (in the
ideal case) ultimately the same fundamental technology.
This Perspective proposes a scalable quantum (net-

working and computing) architecture with this end goal
in mind. It suggests a specific implementation using tele-
com colour centres in silicon, namely the T centre, but
this architectural model is broadly applicable to many
qubit systems. Because of the high connectivity offered
by the spin-photon interface, this architecture can take
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advantage of fixed- and low-overhead QLDPC codes to
deliver fault tolerance. Thanks to the integrated silicon
photonics platform, thousands of qubits can be fabricated
and addressed on a single chip with optical and electronic
control and routing, and modules can be connected to-
gether across existing global telecommunications infras-
tructure without any transduction losses. Using a T cen-

tre network to distribute verified quantum entanglement
allows for device-independent networking protocols, pro-
viding the ultimate protection against eavesdropper at-
tacks, as well as other high-value applications leverag-
ing entanglement distribution such as blind computing.
Taken together, the future for truly scalable quantum
technology is bright.
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